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The pandemic has 

exacerbated the long-

standing issue of food 

insecurity in Moutse 

households, exposing 

the true fragility of our 

nation’s food system. 

Since the beginning 

of the pandemic, 

families in local communities have reported rising rates of 

food insecurity. Food gardens have been working behind the 

scenes to strengthen the growth of local food production 

and to establish a more resilient and reliable food system. 

Food gardens have played an important role in addressing 

the effects of the pandemic in many communities, including 

Moutse, by serving as a space that not only provides access 

to fresh foods to alleviate food insecurity, but also as a source 

of social support and emotional well-being for community 

residents during this time of crisis.

Ndlovu also 

makes a water 

w h e e l b a r r o w 

available for 

carrying water 

for those who 

comply with 

the program 

and creates a 

vegetable garden 

at home with 

the help of donors. This self-contained unit speaks 

to the daily challenges of this community’s water struggle. 

Ndlovu Care Group intends to extend this service to as many 

community members as we can reach and who are willing to 

accept the help. The continued support of our partners and 

other stakeholders will assist us in reaching this goal, allowing 

us to address the problem of hunger on a large scale.

OVERVIEW 

The COVID-19 impact on our economy and food insecurity will be with us for some time, so NCG took a long-term approach 

to ensure that more than 10,000 people have better access to healthy food. NCG launched a vegetable garden campaign in an 

effort to improve household food security and alleviate micronutrient deficiencies among NCG program beneficiaries and the 

community at large.
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“Eradicating food poverty and improving livelihoods”

Many families continue 

to struggle with access to 

fresh fruits and vegetables 

and continue to face food 

insecurity; foods gardens 

have been helpful in 

alleviating these nutritional 

gaps.

Food gardens are more than just 

great places to cultivate fruits and 

vegetables. They also serve as 

spaces to cultivate social support 

and emotional well-being. Joining 

a community garden allows for 

the opportunity to increase one’s 

social interactions and gain a 

sense of social connectedness and 

commitment to the community.



Food security in
the family

Improved household
nancial stability

OUR MODEL – THE FOOD GARDEN THEORY OF CHANGE

THE FOOD GARDEN PROJECT CYCLE

Phase 1:

Identify garden
ambassadors

Phase 2:

Seedling factories

Phase 3:

Community engagement

Phase 4:

Seedling distribution

Phase 5: Phase 6:

Progress monitoring

Training and supporting
garden ambassadors/

champions

Establish demonstration
gardens and seedling

factories

Recruiting and training of
individuals from participating

households on food
growing and sustainable living

Distribution of seedlings
and garden tools to

participating households

Carry out monthly follow-up
home visits to participating

households by gardens
ambassadors/champions

10 NNU Community
Healthcare Workers
trained as garden

ambassadors/champions

5 NNU Centres utilised:
Bloempoort

Phooko
Marapong
Ntwane

Thabakhubedu

Seedlings are
ready for distribution
between 5-6 weeks
from day of planting

7 different types of
seedlings distributed:

     Spinach

     Cabbage

     Beetroot

     Onions

     Tomatoes

     Egg plants

     Green pepper

To assess the performance
of the garden as per the food

garden rating scale, offer
support as required 

Distribution of water
 wheelbarrow Tankers

 (WWT)

To those compliant
with the program



WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED THIS FAR

 1871
Gardens

established

418 402  380  169 

Bloempoort

 502

Marapong

 350
Water wheel

barrows
distributed

 11 547
Direct

beneciaries

55% Adults

45%Children

Phooko Thabakhubedu Ntwane

Communal greenhouses set up7 4 Bloempoort  3 Marapong
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60% (1125) of food gardens are still functional (80% target in 2022)

The 1125 gardens were assessed as per the food garden rating scale:

288 26%

311 

28%

379 34%

99 

9%

48 

4%

Outstanding gardens

Good gardens

Average gardens

Poor gardens

Extremely poor gardens

FOOD GARDEN ASSESSMENTS
Functional Food Gardens

Garden Status - Food Garden Rating Scale

Monthly home visits are made to provide ongoing support to program participants as well as to assess the status of the food 

garden.



Distribution of garden status per area

The chart below depicts the distribution of gardens in terms of their status by area.

The chat below depicts the overall performance of the food garden project (weighted average ratings).

BC Phooko Marapong Ntwane Thabakhubedu
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The chart above clearly shows that the majority of the 

outstanding gardens are in Marapong (29%), followed by 

Bloempoort (26%), and the least outstanding gardens are in 

Ntwane. Bloempoort and Thabakhubedu, on the other hand, 

have the most extremely poor gardens, with each reporting 

(27%), while Marapong has the least extremely poor gardens. 

It is also worth noting that Bloempoort has the highest 

percentage of poor gardens (35%) followed by Phooko (27%) 

and Marapong has the lowest percentage of poor gardens 

(3%).  Marapong appears to be doing well in general, but 

more concerted efforts are needed to spread the impact from 

Marapong to other areas.



Mmakati is a Ntwane community member who lives with her 

husband and son. She and her husband are both unemployed 

at the moment, and her husband works part-time jobs 

whenever he can find them. Mmakati recently applied for an 

R350.00 unemployment grant and is still waiting for 

her application to be processed.

Given the state of her household, Mmakati 

decided to take advantage of the Ndlovu 

seedling factory and start a garden. She 

received seedlings from our factory and 

devoted her time to her garden, which 

flourished. She and her family can now 

easily go into the garden, gather what they 

require, and cook. She also began selling some 

of her harvest to her neighbours in order to save 

money for what she couldn’t grow in her garden.

She began to expand her produce, and with the little money 

she earned from sales, she purchased other vegetable seeds 

that Ndlovu does not supply in order to increase her variety 

and supply. She currently grows green peas, beetroots, two 

types of spinach, onions, carrots, tomatoes, and lettuce in her 

garden.

In addition to selling, she helps neighbours who 

cannot afford to buy and encourages and 

educates them on the benefits of starting 

their own gardens, using herself as an 

example, so that they can live a more 

sustainable life.

Mmakati received a water wheelbarrow, 

colloquially known as a Water Wheel 

Tanker (WWT), as an incentive to help with 

watering the garden, and she takes excellent care 

of it because it has been extremely useful. “I keep it in the 

house and only take it out when I’m watering because I’m 

afraid they’ll steal it from me if I leave it out even for a day,” 

she says.

The overall weighted average rating is 3.6 (3.6/5), which is 

slightly higher than our 2021 target of 3.5. (3.5). According 

to the weighted average ratings shown above, Marapong is 

clearly the best performing area in terms of food gardens, with 

Ntwane at the extreme end (3.4), while the other three areas 

are generally performing at the same level, reporting 3.6 each.

FOOD GARDEN IMPACT STORY

The story of Mmakati Ditshego



CONCLUSION

While we argue that community gardens are cost-effective 

with the right support and funding, the reality is, no matter how 

large or how much produce is grown, community gardens 

are not going to single-handedly solve our current problem 

of food insecurity. They are merely part of the solution to 

addressing a much larger issue. What community gardens 

do offer is improved access and availability to nutritional 

foods as well as the opportunity for positive health outcomes, 

particularly when it comes to physical and social wellbeing. 

As organisations and communities begin to develop a post-

pandemic recovery plan in an effort to establish a “new 

normal,” it is critical that community gardens be assessed 

and recognized as contributors to community development, 

health, and social wellbeing. By taking a community-centered 

approach, community gardens play a very important role in the 

re-envisioning of health and social wellbeing for communities 

during a time of crisis and have the potential to strengthen and 

nurture a space for collective action.


